
      Shel at the Farm 



Grow  Your 

Phonics  Skills! 

Let’s  Read! 

New Vocabulary 

Look for the digraph 

farm: a place where 
plants and animals are 
raised 

sh 
Scan the QR code  

to watch a fun 2-minute 
video about the book.Try these decodable words! 

See page 15  for more. 

she 

shop 

https://vimeo.com/showcase/11038295
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Here is Shel at the 

farm. 

She shuts the shed to 

go shop for pigs at 

the Pig Shack. 
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Shel picks a pig at the 

Pig Shack. 

"You     will     like     the     shed   

at     my     farm,"     Shel     said.  
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"Here is the shed," Shel 

said. 

The pigs like the shag 

rug in the shed. 
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Shel likes to get fish 

for Shad, the cat. 

She has a shot to 

get a lot of fish! 

She will ship the fish 

to a shop. 
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                 The cat sits with Shel. 

Shad     sees     Shel     with  

the     fish.  

Yum! 

Shad     loves     fish! 
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The sun has set. 

Shel is in the shed. 

She gets the pigs set 

for bed on the shag 

rug. 
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Shel     gets     set     for     bed.  

She     shuts     the     lid     on 

the     fish.  

Shel     likes     to     be     on  

the     farm. 
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she     shed     ship     shop 

Comprehension 

What clues from the 
book helped you know 
Shel likes animals? 

Phonics Fun 

Write the words from the 
list on a piece of paper. 
With a partner, take turns 
reading the words. 

Decodable Words 

fish 
shack 
Shad 
shag 
she 

shed 

Shel 
ship 
shop 
shot 
shut 
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Scan the QR code for a phonics lesson 
in English and Spanish 

Patents Pending 

Shel at the Farm 
Decodable Set: 12a 
Skill: Introduction to 
Digraph sh 

https://vimeo.com/showcase/11038295
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